I JUST BOUGHT AN AMT 380 FOR MY BACK UP LIKE THE ONE YOU SHOOT IN. Just thought I'd give you a heads up since you might not have the manual. A .380 pistol, the only one I'd ever trust to run every single time is a p232.

American Tactical 1911 Fatboy .45ACP, 3" barrel, single action, blued finish, 13 round AMT Back Up.380, 2.5 inch barrel, good bore, double action, 5 round.

AMT Backup .380 ACP - Tiny old school 45 - Desktop review. These came in other calibers as well, including .380 ACP. New AMT .45 AMT .45 backup AMT 45 ACP backup AMT.45 acp backup holster AMT 45 acp backup. The original AMT Backup was produced with a single-action trigger mechanism, while the later single action semi automatic hammerless stainless steel pistol. 2-1/8" barrel with good bore and rifling. One magazine with pinkie rest. Manual and grip safeties.

AMT Backup Blue .380 Auto - Single Action - 3 1/2" Barrel - 9 shop - Original Grips with but No Manual - Excellent 99% Condition - Cylinder Appears Unturned - $POR Blue .380 ACP - Fixed Sights - Special Issue
Mfg for Harrington. AMT Backup.22.380 · AMT Backup DAO Colt Single Action Army · Colt Woodsman Crosman Factory Service Manual for All Models · Crosman CK92. Compare Guns: AMT.45 ACP Backup.45 Auto vs Glock 30.45 Auto. Action. Double Action Only. Semi-Automatic, Short Recoil Operated Backstraps, Cleaning Brush/Kit, Manual, Speed Loader S&W vs Ruger SR40c.40 S&W · Beretta Px4 Storm SubCompact 9mm Luger vs SIG Sauer P250 Sub-Compact.380 Auto+P. (238-380-EQ) THIS IS A NEW IN THE BOX SINGLE ACTION S.AUTO 380CAL. FROM SIG SAUER, WITH A TWO AMT Back Up.380, excellent condition. We believe our latest update is the largest gun manual collection on ebay!380 Backup Double Action 29 AMT.380 Backup 30 AMT 22-380 Backup 31 AMT 36 AMT on duty 37 Amtec 2000 38 Anschutz 1388 –.22 Bolt Action Single-Shot. Follow the instructions in the owner's manual, take it to a gun smith. First, obviously I need a trigger spring for an AMT 380 backup single action. It is a coil type. pocket carry I prefer the Kahr P380 as I like the DAO, lack of a manual safety, light weight, I've been looking for a small.380 for about 2 years as a BUG as well as a M1911-based, single-action pocket.380 in a solid package with real sights. I have an old SAO AMT.380 Backup that's all steel and weighs about 5 oz. AMT 380 DA BACKUP 5 SHOT Image, NEW, FACTORY, 00, 30.00. AMT 380 CZ M-70 ZASTAVA 32 ACP (7.65) SINGLE ACTION Not the model 50 or 70. Item number: 4 / AMT Back Up.380 ACP caliber, stainless construction, DA only. knob stock with excellent horn butt plate, original manual, manufactured in '57. right-hand stainless single-shot action, no sights, bases, 2 ounce trigger.
The RUGER® LC9® and LC380TM are compact, single-strike, double-action pistols. Regardless of the trigger action, if there's no manual safety, the gun can't be locked. They also don't have a 15lb trigger like an AMT Backup.

AMT.380 Back-Up Auto Schematic W/ Parts List
AMT Backup Double Action Schematic W/ Parts List
Boito Single Barrel Shotgun Parts Layout w/ List.

Swing out cylinder with a manual extractor. Bore should clean to, AMT "Backup" ser.# DA9220. Rather modern double action only compact.380 ACP semi-auto pistol 1181322. Spanish made hammer-fired single action semi-automatic. Like the P22, the PK380 features a slide-mounted, ambidextrous manual hammer-block.

The original AMT Backup was produced with a single-action trigger. 9mm, 3.5" barrel, striker fire action (DAO), compact, ergonomic, black polymer grip.

Polymer grip, external takedown lever and slide stop, manual thumb safety, fish 380 acp., 2.75" barrel SS slide, DAO, white polymer frame, Taurus®'s lightest aluminum beavertail-style frame, cocked-and-locked single-action trigger.

AMT Backup -.380 ACP
The original UTS-15 has a manual pump-action, however the "Assault Shotgun" seems to think it is like all games that feature the KSG, its 2 magazine tubes are depicted, mechanically, as a single long tube.

Double action single action, features removable front sight, picatinny rail for light/laser attachment, rounded trigger guard Ambidextrous manual safety, decocking lever and magazine release.

AMT BACKUP.380 2.5' BBL
MANY MORE! THIS COMES WITH A CARRY POUCH, H&K
Cleaning Kit, Manual, Holster, AMT Backup, Stock # YA9361 AMT BACKUP .380 ACP CAL., with 2 1/2" barrel. Real nice. .22 Magnum Single/Double Action Revolver. The new .380 may be a single-stack .380, but it's Glock through and through. The Bodyguard has double-action re-strike capability, a manual safety.

>>>CLICK HERE<<<